Ancient African Topics & Modern African Topics

The Great Migrations: The Bantu Culture - Analeah Harrison

The Coming of Europe: The Imperial Design of Portugal - Gevork Diarbian

The Coming of Europe: The Arrival of the Dutch - Michael Jordan

The Coming of Europe: The British and French in West Africa - David Gravino

The Coming of Europe: The European Trade - Emily Reali

Genesis of Modern Africa: Muhammad Ali and the Modernization of Egypt - Gianfranco Messina

The Rise of Nationalism in West Africa: Edward Byden Creates a Philosophy of African Nationalism - Mya

The Foundations of Progress & Poverty in Southern Africa: The Revolution of Diamonds and Gold - Francesca

Between Two World Wars: Nationalist Frustrations in West Africa: West Africa and the First World War - Madalyn Nunez

Between Two World Wars: Nationalist Frustrations in West Africa: The Pan-African Movement - Chloe

In the Heart of Darkness: The Belgian Congo - Joe

The Two Societies of Southern Africa: Apartheid- Colonialism in South Africa - Liam

Modern Africa- The Quest for Power and Prosperity: Modernization - The First Priority - Ashton

Modern Africa- The Quest for Power and Prosperity: The Problem of Political Stability - Laura Macera

Modern Africa- The Quest for Power and Prosperity: Military Coup and Civil War - Dyami

Modern Africa- The Quest for Power and Prosperity: Frustrations in the South - Steve
Modern Africa- The Quest for Power and Prosperity: The Refugees
- Haris

The Foundations of Progress & Poverty in Southern Africa: The Revolution of Diamonds and Gold- Sara Groves

The Great Migrations: The Coming of the Bantu
-francesca

Genesis of Modern Africa: The Age of Revolution- molly white

The Coming of Europe: Roots of European Expansion- Ronnie Baccala

Modern Asian Historical Topics

China- A Golden Age: The Sung Achievement
-joe

China- A Golden Age: The Southern Sung Period Michael Jordan

China- A Golden Age: Chinese Culture and the Empire - Analeah

Early, Classical, and Medieval Japan and Korea: Japan-Bradly

Early, Classical, and Medieval Japan and Korea: Heian Culture -Francesca

New Imperial Splendor in China- The Ming Dynasty: Commerce and Culture- mya

The West Arrives in Asia: Independent Development Ronnie Baccala

The West Arrives in Asia: The Portuguese in Asia-Gevork Diarbian

Manchu China and Tokugawa Japan: Edo and the “Floating World” - Liam

The Rise of British Power in India: The Revolt in 1857- molly white

The Struggle for Asia, 1920-1945: Colonialism in Southeast Asia- David Gravino

The Struggle for Asia, 1920-1945: The War in China- Laur Macera

Revival and Revolution in Japan and China: Chiang Ch’ing and the Gang of Four - dyami
Korea and Southeast Asia in the Modern World: Korea Since 1960 - Madalyn Nunez

Korea and Southeast Asia in the Modern World: Southeast Asia Since World War II —Steve

Korea and Southeast Asia in the Modern World: Laos- The Forgotten Country- Sara Groves

Asia at the Close of the Century: Pollution- gianfranco messina

Asia at the Close of the Century: Urbanization - Ashton Burnett

How Pakistan and India were partitioned into 2 different countries and why that came to be and what things influenced or even directly caused it to happen - Haris Khan